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Abstract
The paper describes a simple procedure for computing the second

cohomology H��G�A� of a �nitely presented �nite group G with coe��
cients in a �nitely presented �nite abelian group A� An accompanying
text��le contains a Magma implementation of the procedure�

�� Introduction

This paper describes the mathematics behind a simple procedure for computing the second
cohomology H��G�A� of a group G with coe�cients in an abelian group A� where G acts
trivially on A� An accompanying text��le contains computer code for adding the function

S� Cocycles� Extensions� InducedPhi �� SecondCohomology�G� A� Phi� q� t�

to the computer�algebra languageMagma V��� 	�
� The input variables for this function are� a
�nitely presented �nite group G� a �nitely presented �nite abelian group A� any homomorphism
Phi� G� G or homomorphism Phi� A� A� natural numbers q and t� In general one sets q �� ��
but when both G and A are p�groups the assignment q �� p leads to better performance�
The parameter t is a boolean toggle� One sets t �� � if information on cocycles is required�
and t ��  in order to omit the computation of cocycles� The �rst output variable S is a
sequence fm�

A� � � � �mt
A�Ak� � � � � � Akd

g of abelian groups whose direct productH is isomorphic
to H��G�A� via isomorphism ��� below�

The second output variable is a sequence Cocycles� If t � �� the ith term of the sequence
is a mapping �i� G � G �� A� namely a cocycle representing the ith element in H � If t � 
the sequence is empty� The third output variable is a sequence Extension whose ith term is a
homomorphism of �nitely presented groups �i�Ei�G� namely a central extension representing
the ith element in H � The fourth output variable is a mapping InducedPhi on the set of
integers f�� � � � � ng where n denotes the order of H � the homomorphism H � H induced by
Phi maps the ith element of H to the i�th element where i� � InducedPhi�i�� Note that if
Phi happens to be an isomorphism then the extension group Ei is isomorphic to the extension
group Ei� � The output variable InducedPhi is the only output variable to depend on Phi�

The function also returns two further output variables� The �rst of these is the sequence of
invariants for the abelian groupH��G�A�� The second is a sequence V� The elements of V are tu�
ples �i�� � � � � it�d� of integers� and the �bijective� correspondenceH � V� �m�

A	i�
� � � � � Akd
	it�d
�

�� �i�� � � � � it�d� indicates the ordering on H � here we have written B	i
 to denote the ith ele�
ment of a structure B �and this makes sense since each member B in the sequence S is a group
whose elements are ordered��

A gap 	�
 implementation of the procedure is available on request from the second author�
Although originally implemented as a �rst step towards calculations of higher�dimensional
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cohomology with non�trivial coe�cients 	�
� we feel that the procedure is likely to be of interest
in its own right �cf� 	�
�� It makes implicit use of the Universal Coe�cient Theorem �see ���
below� to reduce the computation of second cohomology to that of second integral homology�
Both Magma and gap contain the darstellungsgruppe function for constructing covering
groups from which second integral homology can be extracted� However� our implementation
takes a slightly di�erent approach to the construction of covering groups which involves the
LLL algorithm 	�
 for �nding bases in integer lattices� This approach �minimizes the number
of generators� and �maximizes the functoriality� of the relevant covering group�

�� The method

Let G be a group which is freely presented as a quotient G �� F�R of a free group F by
a normal subgroup R� Let A be an abelian group� The �ve�term exact sequence in group
cohomology 	�
 yields an isomorphism

H��G�A� �� cokernel fHom�
F

	R�F 

� A�� Hom�

R

	R�F 

� A�g ���

where Hom��� A� denotes the group of group homomorphisms� Since R��R � 	F� F 
� is free
abelian �it is a subgroup of the free abelian group F�	F� F 
�� the canonical quotient homomor�
phism R�	R�F 
�R��R � 	F� F 
� has a non�canonical splitting ��R��R � 	F� F 
� � R�	R�F 
�
We thus have an isomorphism

R

	R�F 

��
R � 	F� F 


	R�F 

� ��

R

R � 	F� F 

� � ���

We set M�G� � R � 	F� F 
�	R�F 
 and note that M�G� is isomorphic to the second integral
homology of G� Isomorphisms ��� and ��� combine to give

H��G�A� �� Hom�M�G�� A� � cokerfHom�
F

	F� F 

� A�� Hom�

R

R � 	F� F 

� A�g � ���

Furthermore� letting e � exp�A� denote the exponent of A� we have

Hom�M�G�� A� �� Hom�M�G��M�G�e� A� ���

where M�G��M�G�e � M�G� �Z Ce� �Here Ce denotes the cyclic group of order e� If A has
in�nite exponent then we take e �  and interpret C� as the in�nite cyclic group�� If G is
�nitely generated� then Gab andM�G��M�G�e are both direct products of �nitely many cyclic
groups� say

Gab �� Ck� � � � � � Ckd
� ���

M�G��M�G�e �� Cm�
� � � � � Cmt

� ���

For each natural number n and abelian group A we de�ne the quotient group An � A� �
an � a 	 A � and subgroup nA � fa 	 A � an � �g� One readily checks that ���� ���� ��� and
��� combine to give an isomorphism

H��G�A� �� m�
A� � � � � mt

A � Ak� � � � � �Akd
� ���

Isomorphism ��� is the basis of our computer procedure�

The procedure reads in presentations for G � F�R and A� and also the action of an en�
domorphism � on the generators of either G or A� It uses the LLL algorithm to �nd a basis
for R�R � 	F� F 
 expressed in terms of the generators of F � This basis and the presentation
for G could be used to construct a presentation for a covering group D whose centre contains
the Schur multiplier M�G� and whose quotient D�M�G� is isomorphic to G� However� instead
of constructing D the procedure assumes that A is �nite� uses the presentation of A to de�
termine e � exp�A�� and constructs a presentation for De � D�M�G�e� The abelian group
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M�G��M�G�e is determined by applying to De one of Magma�s procedures for solving the
word problem in a �nitely presented group� The basis for R�R � 	F� F 
 and the structure of
M�G��M�G�e are then used to calculate the required properties of H��G�A� via isomorphism
���� In order to solve the word problem in De the procedure assumes that the group G is
�nite� This assumption ensures that M�G� is �nite� and hence that De is �nite� If no infor�
mation is known about G� other than its �niteness� then the word problem is solved using the
Todd�Coxeter procedure� this option is speci�ed by setting the parameter q �� �� If G is a
�nite p�group� then so too are M�G� and De� The p�quotient algorithm �which converts an
arbitrary �nite presentation of a �nite p�group into a power�commutator presentation� is then
used to solve the word problem in De� this option is speci�ed by setting the parameter q �� p�
More generally� if G is a �nite soluble group then so too is De� and one could in principle use
the soluble quotient algorithm to solve the word problem in De� This option is not included
in the accompanying implementation of the procedure� The help �les in the current version
of Magma mention that a future release of the package will contain a function for convert�
ing an arbitrary �nite presentation of a soluble group into a power�commutator presentation�
When this release is available the �soluble quotient option� can be included� under the setting
q �� � say� by adding three lines of code to the subsidiary function EnumeratedGroup which
is described below�

If an isomorphism G �� P is known between the �nite group G and a permutation group P �
then the extremely e�cient methods of D�F�Holt 	�
	�
 could be used to determine the Schur
multiplier M�G� and cohomology group H��G�A�� These methods are included as part of
the standard Magma package �for A an elementary abelian p�group with possibly non�trivial
G�action� and so are not included as an option in our procedure� �It should be noted that
Magma�s function for obtaining a faithful permutation representation of a �nitely presented
group is based on the Todd�Coxeter procedure��

The procedure can be adapted to handle certain in�nite groups G with �nite coe�cients A�
The point here is that the right�hand side of isomorphism ��� is a �nite abelian group if A is
�nite and G is �nitely presented� The above method for determining the groups Aki is based
on the LLL algorithm and does not require �niteness of G� However� the above method for
determining the mi

A involves calculating the �nite group M�G��M�G�e by solving the word
problem in De� If G is in�nite then soo too is De� However� suppose that for some integer k
depending on e the group G has the following property�

PROPERTY� The quotient G�Ge
k

is a �nite group� and for all g 	 G the identity ge
i

� �

holds for some integer i only if the identity ge
k��

� � holds�

�Here Gn denotes the normal subgroup of G generated by all elements gn with g 	 G�� This

property implies that M�G��M�G�e maps injectively into the quotient group De��De�
e
k

� and
that this quotient group is �nite� We could thus apply the Todd�Coxeter procedure �or possibly

the p�quotient algorithm or soluble quotient algorithm� to a presentation ofDe��De�
e
k

in order
to determine M�G��M�G�e� and hence determine H��G�A��

�� The implementation

The computer algebra language Magma is extremely readable� The code listed in the
accompanying text��le can thus be viewed as a type of �pseudo code� giving �ne details of our
procedure� �It can� of course� also be loaded intoMagma V��� and used�� The code consists of
one main function and several subsidiary functions� The main function
SecondCohomology�G�A�Phi�q�t� has inputs and outputs as described above� Suppose that
� x j r ��� x�� � � � � xd j r�� � � � � rm � is the presentation of the �nite group G� so that x is a
generating set for F and r is a set of elements in F that normally generate R� The function
RelatorMatrix�F�rels�� with rels �� r� uses the LLL algorithm to return integer matrices
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B� T � The ith row of B� and the free group element

si �� r
T �i����
� r

T �i����
� � � � r

T �i��m�
t �

both represent the ith element in a basis for R�R�	F� F 
� This function is used to construct the
set s �� fs�� � � � � sdg� The function EnumeratedGroup�A�q� is applied to the �nitely presented
group A and returns an enumerated group A together with isomorphisms 	�A� A� 	��A� A�
If q � � the Todd�Coxeter procedure is used in the enumeration� If q � p then the p�quotient
algorithm is used� The function does not assume that A is abelian and can thus be applied to
an arbitrary �nite presentation� �The reader may wish to improve this function� As explained
above� the soluble quotient algorithm could be included under the setting q � �� Magma�s
implementations of the Todd�Coxeter procedure and p�quotient algorithm allow the user to set
various parameters� The function uses the default settings� but for certain groups it may be
useful to modify the function to allow other settings�� The main function computes e �� exp�A�
and constructs the presentations

P � � x j s 
 f	x� r
 � x 	 x� r 	 rg 
 fre � r 	 rg � �

P � � � x j s 
 f	x� y
 � x� y 	 xg �

where 	x� y
 denotes a commutator� It is readily checked that P presents the groupDe described
in the preceding section� and that P � presents Gab� The function EnumeratedGroup�De�q� is
used to construct an enumerated group De� The subgroup of De generated by the images of
the relators r is calculated� this subgroup is readily seen to be isomorphic to M�G��M�G�e�
Working in De� the main function determines the ordersmi of the generators ofM�G��M�G�e�

It also uses the presentation P � to produce an enumerated version G
ab

of Gab� The order ki

of the image in G
ab

of each si 	 s is computed� The groups Aki � mi
A in the right�hand

side of isomorphism ��� are constructed as subgroups of the enumerated group A using the
functions NQuotient�A�k�� NCoQuotient�A�m�� In order to construct a group extension �v
corresponding to a cohomology class v 	 H��G�A� one can use isomorphism ��� to represent
v by a homomorphism 	�R�	R�F 
� A� One can then form the group

E �
�F�	R�F 
�A�

� �r� 	�r���� � for each generator r of R�	R�F 
 �
�

It is routine to check that v is represented by a central extension of the form A 
� E�G�
The function Extension returns the homomorphism E�G of �nitely presented groups� The
function Cocycle uses EnumeratedGroup�E�q� to produce a surjection E�G where E is an
enumerated version of E� It then computes a corresponding cocycle �v�G�G� A by choosing
a set�theoretic section �v �G� E and using the standard formula

�v�gh� � �v�g��v�h��v�g� h� �

The section �v is constructed as a composite map G � G � E where G is an enumerated
version of G obtained from the function EnumeratedGroup�G�q�� The point of passing through
G is to ensure that each element in the �nitely presented group G �rst gets reduced to a
canonical form� The endomorphism � � H��G�A� � H��G�A� induced by phi is constructed
in the function InducedPhi� The construction is based on a routine analysis of ��� and is
divided into two cases� The case where Phi is an endomorphism on A is handled by the
function InducedPhiOnA� The case where Phi is an endomorphism on G is handled by the
function InducedPhiOnG� The second case involves �nding integer solutions X to an equation
Y � XB where B is an integer matix and Y an integer vector� The function SolveYeqXB�Y�B�

uses the LLL algorithm to produce the solution vector X �

�� An example

Having loaded our implementation into Magma V���� the commands
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F��FreeGroup���� x��F��� y��F��� q���� t��	�

G��quo
F � x��� y���� �x�y��� �� A��quo
F � x��� y��� �x�y� ��

����Extensions���Invariants��

SecondCohomology�G�A�IdentityHomomorphism�A��q�t��

Invariants� � Domain�Extensions�i�� � i in �����S���

�rst list the abelian group invariants for H��D����Z��Z�� where D��� is the dihedral group of
order ���� and then list presentations for the �� Yoneda inequivalent extensions representing
the cohomology classes of this cohomology group� A Sun Microsystems Ultra � workstation
took about �� seconds of CPU time to perform these commands� �The same commands� but
with q �� �� took about �� seconds of CPU time�� Further commands� such as

Phi��hom
A��A � �A���A���A�����

Psi��hom
G��G � �G���G���G��������

������InducedPhi��SecondCohomology�G�A�Phi�q�t�� InducedPhi����

������InducedPhi��SecondCohomology�G�A�Psi�q�t�� InducedPsi����

can help in the task of determining the distinct isomorphism classes represented by the groups
in the sequence E� These particular Phi and Psi represent non�trivial automorphisms� The
values of InducedPhi��� and InducedPsi��� are computed to be �� and �� Therefore E����
E��� and E��� are isomorphic groups�

If the Todd�Coxeter process is to be used �q��� then the group G must be of a fairly modest
order� For instance� with A as before� the command

����Extensions��SecondCohomology�G�A�IdentityHomomorphism�A����	��

took �� secs of CPU time on the dihedral group

G ��� x� y j x�� y����� �xy�� �

of order �� and took � mins �� secs of CPU time on the group

G ��� x� y� z j x��y�x��y� y��z�y��z� x�z��x�z�� �

of order �� ��� Most of the time is taken in the application of the Todd�Coxeter process to the
group De � D�M�G�e� Experimentation suggests the the presentation of De constructed in
the procedure is often not the most �e�cient�� and that Tietze transformations can be applied
to obtain a �more e�cient� presentation� In order to include such transformations into the
procedure one would need a Magma function

SD� alpha� beta �� Simplify�D�

that called a �nitely presented group D� applied Tietze transformations� and returned an
isomorphic �nitely presented group SD together with isomorphisms ��D � SD� ��SD � D�
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